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VOLUME XX, NO. II

McKerlie Heads
New Industrial
Education Department

Dramatic Club Holds
First Meeting Of
Year Thursday Night

Jardine McKerlie, Canadian engineer
is the head of the new formed industrial education department and super.
visor of the construction work at Harding.
Immediately before coming to Harding to assume his new duties, Mr. McKerlie was employed by the John Inglis Company of Toronto Ontario as
General Sales Manager, and Manager
of the foreign development branch.
The secondary education of Mr. McKerlie was completed in Glasgow before he came to Canada in 1923. In
Canada he attended the Royal Technical College for two years. He srudied
toward a B. S. in electrical engineering,
and later studied from the International Correspondence schools in the field
of electrical engineering. In later correspondence work he studied mechanical engineering, and mechanical refrigeration. While studying from the
McKinley-Roosevelt University in Chicago, Illinois, part of the work in research was a study of the basic aptitudes observed in some 6000 cases of
graduates from various types of technical or industrial trades training. The
results were used later in selection of
soldiers for trades training in the Canadian Army.
From 194 1 to 1945 Wartime shipbuilding was the vocation of McKerlie
as he managed their Ontario and Great
Lakes Division, and had charge of all
government contracts and production
for ships and ship's machinery.
t
Mr. McKerl ie also served the Dominion Government as wartime assist.ant in the capacity of ,Assistant Chief
Ordnance Mechanical Engineer, Director of technical instruction, and Technical instructor of schools for the selection and training of tradesmen for the
Canadian Army.

The first meeting of the dramatic
club will be held in the auditorium
Thursday evening at six o'clock, according to an announcement from
Charles Brooks, president. The club
wiil meet e"ach Thursday evening at
rhis time in the auditorium for the
dur: i:ion of this year.
Student managed, the dramatic club
will produce two three-act plays during the year giving one in the winter
term and one in the spring term. One
act plays will be presented by the
group as soon as they have been prepared by the srudent directors.
Club membership is open to anyone interested in any phase of dramatic
club work. Dues are one dollar per
term.
Other officers of the organization include Morgan Buffington, vice-presi~
dent, and Betry Spruell, secretary-treasurer.

Camera Club Officers
Elected At Tuesday
Night Meeting
Tuesday night the Harding Camera
Club held its first meeting of the term.
Officers to serve this corning school
year were elected 'by the group.
ltfarvin Brooker, only charter member present, was chosen to lead the dub
as president. Brooker, a business major,
is a junior from Gainesville, Florida.
To fill the vice-presidency, John
Moore, a freshman from Fort Collins,
Colorado, was chosen.
Secretary-treasurer is Jack Harris, a
junior from Jonesboro.
Professor Neil B. Cope will continue
to sponsor the club.
Club membership is open for the
next two weeks.

•

Bison, Petit Jean,
Book Store Have
New Locations
.

,.

.J

Offices of the Bison and the Petit
Jean, two student publications, have
moved to the lower floor of Godden
Hall. The Bison is in the room formerly occupied by the book store, which
has been moved to room 121 of the
same building. Office of the Petit Jean,
Harding annual, is now located in the
Alumni office in Godden.
Alumni headquarters are still maintained in the same place, sharing quarters with the Petit Jean Staff.
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Jardine McKerlie

Brewer To Teach
Bible During
Winter Quarter

Lewis, Young
Elected Large
Chorus Officers
Friday night in the auditorium officers of the large chorus were elected
by its members. Claude Lewis, sopho.
more from Denver, Colorado, was named president. Claude, a Bible and Music major, has had four years experience
in the Harding College small chorus.
Nadine Young, sophomore from
Bartlesville, Oklahoma, was chosen
secretary-treasurer. She was a member
of the girls' sextette and the small
chorus during her freshman year and is
majoring in English and minoring in
music.
These officers are to assist Professor Andy T. Ritchie, Jr., director of
the large chorus, with all plans and
arrangements made for this group.

Piano Instructor
Added To Harding
Music Department

Arrangements have been completed
Two piano instructors have been
for G . C. Brewer to teach full time
added to the college music staff to meet
in the Bible Department of Harding
the need of a growing student body.
College during the winter quarter of
According to Professor Clarence Hafthis school year. Last year Dr. Brewer
linger,
head of the music department,
taught two days a week during the
The office of Miss Zelma Bell, Dean
this is the first time in several years
winter quarter and also delivered a of Women, located on the first floor
the music staff has been adequate to
series of lectures in the chapel services. of Pattie Cobb Hall, was redecorated
meet the needs of every student seekThose interested in only Dr. Brew- last week. The changes were planned
er's courses could enroll as special by Miss Bell, and the work done by ing piano instruction.
Miss Wolfe, B.F.A. in music from
students for the winter quarter, which college and professional labor.
begins in December and runs through
Green is the predominating color. Oklahoma Baptist University, has spent
until early March.
The carpet is dark green, the walls a the past two summers in music study
Dr. Brewer studied at the Mars Hill lighter green, and the wood work dark at the University in Syracuse, New
Miss Wolfe is teaching full
Academy, and later had as his teachers oak. In the center of the room is Miss York.
schedule.
Bell's
Walnut
conseling
desk,
with
matDavid Lipscomb, A. E. Elam, James A.
Mrs. Ed Sewell, graduate of Harding
Harding. He graduated from Nashville ching red leather cushioned chair.
College
in 1945, is teaching part time.
use
her
office
as
Miss
Bell
plans
to
Bible School, and received a diploma
Two more practice rooms are being
from the Moody Bible Institute in Chi- a laboratory for advising and counsellcago He has done special work in a ing students under the new system of made available this week to piano
number of different universities, and counselling recently set up at Harding. studentS.
has completed work equivalent to that
required for a doctor's degree.
He has been an active debater, and
has discussed a wide range of subjects
with atheists, Unitarians, Universalists,
Congregationalists, Catholics, ,Christian
scientists, and many others.
By Al Goldman
At present he is minister for the
1st Holder For Dear Life - Donald
Neither wind, nor rain, nor a shortJackson Avenue church of Christ in
Garner.
,
age
of
well-upholstered-seats
can
keep
Memphis.
Mudguard Snatcher - Bill Kelems.
some people from trying to secure the
Tail-light Hugger - Dennis Burbenefits of higher education.
row.
Mid-September always sees a tradiRoaming for 100 miles unto the
tional movement of young people to
reaches of Searcy, these four stalwarts
the numerous colleges and universities
of America. Their eager laughter and left in their wake (by their admission)
enthusiasm is added to the hustle- a multitude of open mouths, pop-eyes,
half-raised coke bottles, missed basebustle of the numberless Air, Rail and
balls and incredulous parents whose
Bus terminals. Some come by boat and
faith in their offspring's power of obperhaps a horse and buggy or tWo is
Work on the supplementary laborapressed into operation. Cars and even seryation had been shaken.
But the eagle-eyed Searcy Law Entory in the Science Annex building is motorcycles do their part in this knowforcement Dept. (D'cops), · with unnearing completion, according to Dr. ledge-ben tr migration.
disguised curiosity, halted them and de-Joseph E. Pryor, head of the chemisHitherto unsung, but certainly worth
try department. This laboratory con- more than casual mention is the mod- manded to know, "How many can ride
that thing?" Matter-of-factly, Mrs. Sextains four laboratory desks and wili ac- ern saga of four young Harding freshton's little boy replied, "As many as
comodate one hundred twelve people. men with a bent for dangerous living.
it can haul, maybe three or four more" .
All laboratory work for organic chem- Bent, HA! I should have said fracrure.
istry and quantitative analysis will be
These, to all outward appearances, The amazed bluecoat gulped and waved
them on.
done here and part of the general normal young men are all natives of
The .college authorities were probabchemistry work. The remainder of the Kennett, Mo. On September 14, 1947,
general chemistry students and those they started, in pairs, their journey to
ly instrumental in seeing to it that adenrolled 'in physical chemistry anll Harding College.
venturesome souls like these were kept
physics will do their laboratory work
together. Perhaps that sharing of a
Donald Garner and Dennis Burrow
in the laboratories in the administra- hitchhiked as far as Paragould where common danger breeds a fierce kind of
tion building.
comradeship. Neverthel~s, cornered to.
about 1 : 30 that atternoon, as their
One of the offices in the Science thumbs pointed expectantly south, they gether in their room, which ironically
Annex located near the laboratory has were hauled aboard a vehicle owned
enough is the old . . ahem . . Operatbeen convened into a balance room to and operated by one Ernest Sexton. ing Room of the Grey Hospital (conbe used for delicate analytical balances. With his passenger, Bill Kelems, they verted to a minature boys' dormitory
A concrete ledge has been constructed had thus far managed to attract very last year, the young men in question
connected only to the concrete floor so little attention. Now, a little-squeezing, seemed rather surprised that their mode
as to eliminate all vibrations.
Four pushing and pulling got them all safeof transportation should arouse any
chainomatic balances weighing to the
curiosity. When asked if they would
ly aboard, one behind the other on an
fourth decimal place have been obtain- ordinary,
everyday
run-of-the-mill do it again, hastened to explain that
ed for use in quantitative analysis.
MOTORCYCLE. Yes! I said, 1 each three of them had returned to Kennett
Adjoining the laboratory is a stock MOTORCYCLE, WITHOUT SIDEand come back the same way. The
room containing five sets of shelves CAR.
fourth seemed sorry he had missed it.
which will supplement the main stockIn case anyone else would care to
The line-up was as follows.
experiment with this method of travel,
room in the administration building.
Driver - Ernest Serton.

Office Of Dean Of
Women Redecorated

''Harding Or Bust''--Say
Four Fearless Collegiates

Laboratory In
Science Annex
Nearing Completion

Mail Your Bison Home
If you wish to mail your Bison
home, be sure to fold it properly,
address it, and place it in the window just inside the Bison office before three o'clock Friday afternoon .
Bisons will be placed just outside
the Bison office door all W ednesday afternoon for those who fail to
receive theirs at noon.

Rehearsals Begun
For Choral Groups
With rehearsals for most groups beginning the first week, Harding College choral groups have lost no time
in getting started.
Professor Andy T . Ritchie is director of the large chorus . which meets
ea.ch Tuesday and Friday evening at
6 :00 o'clock. Open to all, this group
numbers over
hundred members.
Both religious and secular songs are
sung, but the main function of the
chorus is to sing for the radio program
sponsored by the churches of Christ in
Searcy, which is broadcast by remote
control over Station KLRA each Sunday morning at 7 :30.
Girl's Glee Club is under the direction of Mrs. Florence Jewell, voice instructor. Miss Madge McCluggage, senior from Kansas is accompanist. This
group meets on Monday and Wednesday evenings at 6 :00 with membership
open to all girls. Classics, light classics and folk tunes will be included in
the repertoire and the girls will participate in several concerts during the
year.
Men's Glee Club also meets at 6 :00
p. m. on Mondays and Wednesdays.
Professor Ritchie is its director and
Miss Jo O'Neal, senior from Oklahoma
is accompanist. Membership is open to
all boys until the first rehearsal of this
week. Then, admission will be made
only by permission of the director.
Approximately one hundred met in
the auditorium Monday night for small
chorus. A sµi.allet group will be chosen
from this number to constitute die
body who will make the trips and appear on programs throughout the year.
Final selection will be made in the next
two weeks.
Speaking of these singing groups,
Professor Ritchie said, "Choral singing
at Harding is traditional, with musical
experience and fellowship for all. The
aim of the big chorus is to increase
the ability to sing and to interpret
hymns".

two

Influenza Shots
Now Available
The shipment of flu vaccine has
been received in the infirmary and flu
shots are now being given, announces
Miss Esther Mitchell, head of Harding's infirmary. The shots which are
effective for four months are given for
one dollar. Miss Mitchell encourages all
who are susceptible to colds and flu,
to take advantage of this health service.
Dennis Burrow gave the following requirements as absolutely essential for
everybody's somewhat dubious comfort
and safety.
1. A good driver (What a gross understatement.)
2. A mechanically perfect machine.
3. Lots and lots of pill'ows for people who wil wind up in the baggage
department.
This last requirement is of especial
importance if the cycle is a surplus
army contraption like Ernest's, because,
as any ex-serviceman can testify, army
equipment was always so much harder
than any other.
'Tennyrate, Keep 'Em Gasping!'

Mattox Will Head
Counselling System
Now Being Set Up
For the purpose of givmg personal
counsel to each srudent, a counselling
board has been set up at Harding.
Personal guidance will be given in vocational, educational, social, aesthetic,
and religious fields.
Dr. F. W . Mattox, Dean of Men,
will serve as head of the board, assisted by Professor Andy T. Ritchie,
J r., Bible instructor and director of
choruses, and Miss Zelma Bell, Dean
of Women.
Specially prepared aptitude tests, other technical devices for determining
his talents, and the advice of the
counselling board will be given any
student seeking aid through the system.
At the completion of each six weeks
p eriod, students close to scholastic fail ure will be counselled for the purpose
of determining and correcting the
reason.
This system will necessi tate keeping
a more complete record of individual
students than has been kept in the
past.
All students " having problems of
any sort" are encouraged by Dr. Mattox to bring them to him in his office.

Baggett, Starling
Are Officers Of
Men's Glee Club
Results of the election of officers for
the men's Glee Club found Eddie Baggett new president of this campus activity, and Norman Starling secretary~
treasurer.
Baggett, a sophomore comes from
Jackson, Mississippi. He is a music
major and a member of Alpha Phi
Kappa social club. Last year he was a
member of the quartette of the Alpha
Phi Kappa.
Starling, a junior ministerial srudenr is from Imboden, Arkansas, and is
majoring in Bible and physical educa~
ti on.
Rehearsals of the glee club will begin Monday evening at six, and will
conti nue each Monday and Wednesday
evening.

Benson Speaks
In Four States
Leaving the campus of Harding Col·
lege _Monday, September 29, President
Benson flew to Oklahoma City where
he was guest speaker at the annual
meeting of the Independent Petroleum
Association of America. A thousand
members of the association were present to hear Dr. Benson speak on the
subject, "Peering Into The Future."
Milwaukee, Wisconsin, meeting place
of the Wisconsin State Public Expenditure Survey group, was the setting for
an address given by Dr. Benson on
September 23, entitled "Taxation and
N ational Problems."
Last Wednesday morning, September 24, at ten o'clock in Wichita,
Kansas, Dr. Benson presented a discussion of "America in the Valley of Decision" before a Regional Meeting of
the leading Kiwaniians of Missouri,
Arkansas, and Kansas.
Educators and industrialists of Cleveland, Ohio, made up the Thursday
audience when Dr. Benson addressed a
luncheon meeting on the subject, "Education and Government." Included in
this group were the heads of the city's
colleges, high schools, and industries.
Don't forget-your CAMPUS CALENDAR is a MUST!

TH~O N

l lFROM THE EDITOR'S DESK I
'/)

LOOKING AROUND
Well, well~ two weeks and a half of
this school year have skipped right out
of the picture. Two and a half weeks
crammed full° of beginnings. Beginning
of a college career for freshmen, beginning of the new counselling system
for all, beginning of the new Dean of
Women's term, and last but not least,
a beginning for meal tickets for the
dining hJ!ll. Ah, those tickets.
Evei
notice .the expression on the face ot
some unfortunate who forgets his? He
usually gets as far as dessert, then suddenly his face turns crimson, a starled
expression pops out, and unconsciously he excitedly announces his trouble:
"Oh!! I forgot my meal ticket!" And
awa}!_ .he dashes race-horse style.
.
What with one hundred people turn
ing out for the first small chorus meet·
ing, it looked more like the large
chorus of a few years back than anything else. Perhaps a trailor attachment
for our new forty passenger bus would
provide a partial solution.
If Mary Ruth plans to cover-to-cov
er read every book she tells us abou.
in the library, I sincerely hope she isn't
taking more than five hours this whole

Official studenr weekly newspaper published during the regu!:..... school yeat

oy 'the students n~, Hardi~g College, Searcy, Arkansas.
school year.
Hmmmmmm. ·And to think I as··
..
Man~
signed Lurlyne · to,_ cov~r that seniorsophomore softball game!
Entered as second class matter August 18, 1936, ~t Searcy, Arkans~ po:.t
Loyalty, loyalty. That's for Al. Three
office
under ace of March 3, 1879. Subscription $1.00 per year.
fourths dead with a cold ·and sore
dgoat, he grabbed one juicy lemon and
Jo Connell,
Editor
came, slowly and unsurely, to the BisMary
Ruth
Scott,
Assistant
Editor
on domain to type that fearure of his
for this week's issue. Three cheers and
Sports Editor
Jimmie Atkinson,
get well wishes~
Dorothy Munger,
Society Editor
Oh, the trials and tribulations of an
Kathryn Cone,
High School Editor
editor! They are most great indeed
Paul Clark,
Business Manager
Right along with Al Goldman's .featurt
Maury Logue,
Assistant Business · Manager
came a John Wangor special! A pictor>
ial description of Al's subject. It was on
Madge McCluggage,
Staff .Secretary
the desk Tuesday morning bright and
Neil B. Cope
Faculty Advisor
early. But alas and alack . . . deadline'~
(Complete Staff to be announced later.)
exist to entangle der,i.ils. Oh, what a
beautifully done drawing ! ! And you
will never share my delight in gazin~
upon its carefully placed lines . . un·
less .. unless .. yes, that's it . I'll put
The problem of what to do about disturbing and distracting
that drawing on the bulleti~ board in
the Bison office! Come one, come all
sounds seems to be an .increasing one all over. Many cities now forThe possibility of reviving the Poe
bid the blowing of automobile horns and ·are thereby making some
tty Club has been under discussion in
effort to do away with unnecessary annoyances. The Harding camseveral spots on the campus? What do
pus has its excessive noises too and improvement is in order. In the
you think of it? Let me know. But
opinion of this guest editoriaf writer the mechanical sounds characsoon!

By Robin
Mountain Breezes-

-<>-"Fashion just hasn't had its fling
since the war. The designer has been
forced to make his clothes skimpy; so,
now he is trying to use all the material
that he can possibly get into one garment." This is the opinion of Miss
Simpson, instructor of textiles and
clothing in the home economic department of Henderson State Teachers College, Arkadelphia, Arkansas, about the
new fashioned long skirts.
--<>-It has been found that veterans at
Fairmont State College, West Virginia,
make better grades than non~veterans,
married veterans do better work than
unmarried ones, and the grades of veterans with children are the highest of
all.

Reading through several back issues
of college newspapers, I found that
ninety-five per cent of all articles,
therein, concern only campus events
etc.
College students must be very
under informed as to world events and
new developments. Therefore I would
write a serious - is if I could write
anything serious - article of information.
Hold your hats folks, this is something. An invention by an unknown
inventor inables you to walk through
a solid brick wall! Imagine the vast
impact such a development might well
have on the lives of each of us. Although this development has been in
production for a long time, most of
the production went to the government
during the war. Now again available
for civilian use, this invention works
on an amusingly simple principle. It's
called a door.
Now, now calm down. People with
high blood pressure shouldn't read anything under this byline in the Future.
By the By, this may be my first and
last contribution to the Bison under
this byline - The life time pen I got
last Christmas is about to quit - Thise
pen people must know what they are
talking about.

teristic of our age do not create our worst nuisance. Our problem is
the old and commonplace one brought on by the out-of-turn wagging
of myriad tongues .
None of us could wish to eradicate the -laughter and friendly
conversations which are such a natural and vital part of our social
and spiritual life but there is the matter of appropriateness. We
would suggest cessation of talking upon entering the auditorium for
our daily chapel periods or at least complete silence well in advance
of the invocation. Among the best examples on our campus of what
should be, as we see it, are the Sunday and Monday night meetings
in the gym and the Personal Evangelism classes. In each of these
cases those who attend seem to sense the situation and maintain a
fine balance witP,out being nagged or even reminded.
A second way in which we could improve our instructional and
inspirational possibilities is by exercising greater care to keep down
cross-fire conversations in class. We do not think well of the lord
and master attitude for student toward teacher. Why should young
people bow and scrape and be frightened just because they are in the
presence of a teacher but why shouldn't all of us recognize the leadership of the teacher and contribute our part to such a spirit of order
as would make all classes more pleasant and helpful. The simple
practice of speaking in class only when recognized by the one il'
charge would make for efficiency. It also involves the more vital
matter of courtesy which is a Christian quality.
If we searched for reasons back of our inappropriate noisiness
we would, in all probability, find some produced because of "spoiled
brat" complexes and others because of feeling inadequate and trying
to ov.ercome inferiority by loquaciousness. But for the most part it
is due to the fact that we are friendly and enthusiastic and are not
as thoughtful as the ends of courtesy and unhampered worship demand. Perhaps some way to bring about sudden change for the better would work more effectively than wearisome preaching about it.
-Prof. A ndy T. Ritchie, Jr.

Your Library Speaks
- - - - - - - - - - - B y MARY

_J_n_t_t_'s_·_<!t_n_r_n_t_r_••_••_. -~
H I STORY!
· As I sit' down with pen and ink
It's very hard for me to think,
Of words that will describe for me
The awfulness of history.
I do not care for history books,
In fact I hate their very looks.
They make me want to cry and shout,
'Tll fail this course without a doubt!"
For nearly eight long months I look
With scorn upon my history book.
For days I wear out half my brain
Alas, Alas-but all in v~in.
Those boring words that seem so dull
Won't penetrate my feeble skull.
They clang and clash upon my ears,
I know they'll haunt me all my years.

Stop - Read -Think - and Act

By Mary Lou Tipton
''The Orange and Blue", the voice
of the Carson-Newman College in Jefferson City, Tennessee, celebrates their
thirtieth anniversar'/ this month. Read·
ing from the paper in 1917, 'The Carson-Newman Collegian'', which paved
the way for the present Orange and
Blue, we find that rent was $1.75 a
week.
But before we wish for the
good ole days, we might note that
commencement addresses in the middle of June filled three days.

\

t\ssociOted CbDeesiate Press

Rebus .. • •

RUTH SCOTT-

----------

Then again he paints these pictures:
Arkansas' own John Gould Fletche1"
is the author . of two new volumes "The trees splash the sky with their
fingers,
which have been added to the shelves
A restless green rout of stars."
of our library. One is an Arkansas
And:
history ... written in a style far from
the usual style of a state history. The "The pines groan, white-laden,
The waves shiver, stuck by the wind;
author declares that life in Arkansas is
Beyond from treeless horizons,
different from life everywhere else in
Broken snow-peaks crawl to the sea."
the United States ... and he sets himA fascinating bit of metaphor i.s this:
self to find what made it different and
"The tide makes music;
what the differences amouned to ..
The tide all day
As individ;11alistic as hi.s home state
Catches light from the clouds
... Fletcher is a native of Little Rock
That float over the sky.
... graduate of Harvard ... and resident
Ocean, old serpent,
of London for twenty-four years.
Coils up and uncoils;
Reading Selected Poems will make
With sinuous motion,
you know just why this Arkansawyer
With rustle of scales."
won the Pulitzer Prize in Poetry.
I
And so it goes . .. each page revealsat down to glance through the book
ing some now word twist as delightful
to find for you something typical to
as "day-spring" for morning.
give you a brief picture of the book.
Seventeen volumes of poetry by John
I began with the first page ... and ...
Gould Fletcher have been published.
stopped only to daydream over some
Selected Poems presents a composite
intriguing phrases until I firmly laid
picture of the whole of his poetry. I11r
the back cover on 237 pages of spelleluded in this volume are such favorbound reading.
ites as "Sand and Spray", and ,,Irradia·
Sometimes Gould is as picturesque ~ ites as ,,Sand and Spray", and "Irradiations."
this:
Even suposedly non-poetry people
"An ant crawling up a grass blade,
will find they really dont have such
And above it, the sky.
an aversion to poetry after all, we susI shall remember these when I die;
pect. At any rate, it's worth giving it a
An ant, and a butterfly .
try .
And the sky."

•
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Smile, It's Worth It
A smile costs nothing to the one who gives it, but means so
much to the recipient. Your smile is yours; nobody can steal it from
you. But you can give all you want to away at no cost.
Smiles enrich your greeting mor.e than you know. fu some poel"
has said in a song, "You can't see the sun when you 're crying, so
smile and let the sun shine through."
Each individual has his own particular smile to suit his person ·
ality. Your smile is your most powerful attack on the great masses
of strangers. These strangers will quickly turn into friends if you
will but us.e your smile freely.
-M. 0. R.

Before I die, I won't forget
To · burn that book with no regret,
And after that, quite willinglyI'll sift the ashes in the sea.
Then standing there without a tear,
I'll gladly watch them disappearTill sea, and rock, and tide "has took"
All vestige of that horrid book.
Geneva Meurer, -16, wrote .. History., at the close of last school
year just as she was putting the finishing touch on a history course in
the form of a final examination. Geneva is a senior in the Harding
Academy.

~mni Echoes I
Robert Webb, graduate of '47 and a
Lambda Sigma, Jimmie Cone, Harding
Student of '4 7 and a Koinonia, and
Glen Buchanan, student of '4 7, are
ow attending the University of Oklahoma at Norman. Robert is working
on his master's degree in biology. Jimmie and Glenn are working toward
degrees in engineering.
--0--

Robert Boyd, '34, and a member of
the TNT club, is preaching' at Johnson
City, Tennessee. He was a member of
the quartette and director of the band
while here.
.
--0--

A. G. Johnson and wife, the former
Virginia Lee, srudents of '42-'43, are
living in Washington, D. C., where
A. G. is stationed in the Navy. They
have two daughters, Donna Lee and
Jean Elaine.
--0--

w ayne

Smethers, a member of the
Sub T-16 while at .Harding is now
preaching near Neosho, Missouri. He
and his wife are the parents of a son,
Stephen.
--0--

Theodore King, graduate of '3 7, and
wife, the former Cumi Bawcom, are
now living in Granite, Oklahoma,
where Theodore is regular minister of
the church. They have two children,
Teddy and Sandra.

Re- Prints
-from days gone byMarch, '32The mixed chorus met for the first
time on Thursday evening, March 3,
under the direction of Robert Neil.
Only select voices are eligible for the
chorus, which has a bright future.
January, '40James Bales, '37, is attending the
University of Toronto and also preaching regularly there.
He is working
toward a degree in pedagory. While
in school James was outstanding as a
debater and wrestler.
November, '41Dr. ). N. Armstrong's name will be
included in the forthcoming edition of
"Who's Who in the Western Hemisphere," he was informed recently by
the publication.
February, '33Andy T. Ritchie, Jr., who presented
a musical program here last year has
consented to return.
This year his
program will be given February 28, 8
p. m. In this full evening musical he
will be accompanied by Miss Mary Bell
Marshall, the same lady who assisted
him last year.
He now sings and is announcer over
station KTBM, Texarkana, Texas. He
also directs a mixed choir which meets
every Friday at the Marshall-Wood studio in that city. It will be a real
treat to hear him.

"~II
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of it.
But remember, the proper amount of spirirual food and exercise
is necessary, lest we fall out by the
By Guthrie De1111
wayside.
Surely it is good to see so much
Once Paul asked a group of way~
zeal and enthusiasm demonstrated a- faring Christians this question : "Ye
mong our study body at the begin- were running well, who hindered you?"
ning of a new school term.
No doubt when they began they had
I wonder if this sirit will withstand all the zeal and enthusiasm necessary
Have you heard about ou r library? T he next time your room- the disappointments of this year and but as time moved on someone or
mate has the radio tuned to a program th at doesn't go 'well with Sur- those to come. Will we let Father something passed between them and
Time dull the sharpness ,_of our present their goal. Thus they were hindered
v.ey of Civilization, you '11 find a retreat from it all in the library. If
visions or shall we with patience run
and robbed of the reward promised
you like to quietly study and forget about everything beyond the the race that is set before us?
them.
covers of our book, the reading room is hushed, with no more noise
We must remember that no prize is
Since the finishing line is yet ahead,
than the sound of turning pages. If you are the rebellious type tha~ won until the race is run. Paul tells let us shod our feet with the gospel of
delights in talking in the library because you were once made afraid us that before an athlete goes out to peace and with patience run the race
run a race that he maintains self conto whisper there, you will find the light periodical room just the trol in all things. It is necessary that that is set before us. This year is goplace to look over the latest magazines, and chat with your neighbor he eat the proper food and get the ing to need all the zeal, enthusiasm and
determination . that you and I can afproper amount of exercise. Then the
if not too loudly.
ford. On to the finishing line.
There's a sign that says "Ask for what you want. The first duty apostle concludes that these men run
-<>-in
the
race
to obtain a corruptible
of a library worker is to help you." They really mean it! You'll
Every day we may see some new
crown, bur we as Christians run life's
find friendliness and helpfulness are characteristic of them all. They race to receive an incorruptible crown. thing in Christ; His love hath neither
will dig up dusty books and magazines until you find all the material
brim nor bottom.
Now that the race is off to a good
-Samuel Rutherford.
for that theme. Try it soon!
-M. R. S. start, let us resolve to make the best

It's Your Library -- Use It

On To The Finish

•
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BILL BFIOWN

Light flickered on the dark faces circled around the native campfire in
Macheke, South Africa. The white men
stood next to the fire talking to a
small huddle of black men. .Suddenly
one of the blacks steped toward the
wa1tmg circle and spoke briefly in
guttral tones. The ring of f11ees moved
to form a line and led by one of the
men the dark stream of natives moved
out into the jungle night.
The silent column marched steadily
for three hours, pausing finally at the
base of a conical hill. Here the white
men dispersed the two hundred natives .
and stationed them at dose intervals a·
round the base of the hill. The group
settled down to wait for the first light
of dawn.

If

Eighti;en-year-old Bill Brown relaxed
on the eastern side of the hill and ran
over the plan of attack again in his
mind. He thought of the events that
had led him to this hill . . . the excited natives at the mission who had
jabbered of this horde of fierce baboons
that swarmed che fields, ruining the
crops . . . the afternoon reconnaissance
on horseback to determine the bedding
ground of the animals . . . the session
around the campfire in the native village, giving orders to the blacks who
had come for the hunt . . . the long
trek, and now the first ragged streaks
of light running over the black sky.
There was just time for a quick check
on his defenses and then the hunt
must begin.
He went down the line of natives on
his side of the hill and checked their
plaited bark-ners. Most of the natives
were crouched behind the nets with
spears ready for the first baboon to entangle himself in a mad dash for free-

dom. Before he could finish the tour
Davis, on the western slope, began firing. As shot followed shot Bill ye1led
at bis gun-bearer to follow as he struggled up the steep slope toward the
crest of the hill.
On the hill-side he could see dim
~hapes
running for cover. He fired
from the hip as a large baboon lunged
at him from a rock cave. The shot
smashed into the baboon's middle and
doubled him up on the flat rock.
Other baboons came from the cave and
started climbing the ricks ahead, fran·
tically, to escape. Brown emptied his
.303 into them and took his shot-gun
from the bearer who was keeping well
back of the aetion. Brown fired pointblank into a confused welter of brown
forms.
The natives below began to shout as
scared apes crashed into their nets.
Ape-screams ripped across the confused yelling as the natives weilded their
spears on the tangled~up baboons. Soon
the hill-side was acrid with the dry
smell of cordite and the sweetly-sic~
odor of fresh blood. The confusion died
down slowly, until the noise became
spasmodic as single apes were hunted
down and killed.
Toward noon the hunt was over and
a final tally added up to over a hundred dead baboons. The natives gathered
their spears and headed back for the
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Wonder Food

Mark~et

Fresh Fruits , Vegetables
Meats

SUBSCRIBE for the-

~r at ~as ~a~eth~
The State's Largest Newspaper

w.

F.

TAYLOR
411 North Spring
:Searcy, Arkansas

ONLY

YOU

CAN GIVE YOUR

PHOTOGRAPH
PLACED BEFORE OCT.
10th, WILL BE DELIVERED
BE F 0 RE
CHRISTMAS
RETURN ALL PROOFS PROMPTLY.

Wm. WALKER
STUDIO
One Half Block North Security Bank
East Side Court Square

mission and their villages. For a time,
at least, the native crops would be safe
from va.ndale herds of apes.
Bill Brown was born in ffarJ>(!.r,
Kansas, some twenty-three .years ago.
He grew up in Africa, however, for he
moved there with his parents when he
was five years young. Aside from a
two year visit at Harding in 1936, he
has been overseas for the rest of his
years.
His 'father, a medical missionary,
moved to Northern Rhodesia in 1929
to found a mission school and hospital
at Kalombo. When the family returned to Africa from Harding in 1938,
the Browns founded a new mission at
Macbeke in Southern Rhodesia.
Then Bill started to Boarding School
in Salisbury. In November, 1941, he
made plans to return to the United
States aboard the "City of New York"
to start his medical training. His sailing date was December first, bur the
Nazis beat him to the ship. They sunk
it - and his plans to renun to the
States, for the steamship company cancelled all passenger lists.
Bill stayed on at Macheke mission,
in charge of school personnel and activmes until his membership in the
British Reserve forces was cancelled by
the U. S. Army. The long arm of the ·
draft reached across the Atlantic and
tapped young Brown on the shoulder
in 1945. Bill went from North Africa
to Germany. where he was finally released from duty in June, 1946.
After a nine years absence Bill is
back at Harding. He plans to finish
"pre-med" ..)iere and follow his brother
Robert, now enroute to Africa to relieve his father, through the University
of Tennessee. After that, who can say
_;Robert may need a "relief" by then.

E. D. WAKE NIGHT
Electrical Appliances, Radios
Plumbing, Gas, Electrical
Work and Supplies

--------------------------

W eqnesday nigqr, Scp~bet 24, the
residents of Hutville met to elect a
chief executive for their governing body
to be set up soon. From a field of five
candidates, Walter Clark, sophomore
from Bergman, was chooen mayor.
Guthrie Dean and James Bobbett were
runners-up for the position.
Last night the boys met again to
elect a city council to assist the mayor.
From a field of twelve nominees for
aldermen, each voter made his choice
of five. A final election announcement
will appear in next week's Bison.

The Beanery? Should it change its
name?
What's in a name a,nyhow?
Dogwoods do~'t bark.
I
Jack-in-the-Pulpit doesn't preach.
The Beanery had no beans.
Wayne Johnson, circulation manager
of the Bison, placed his order at the
Beanery and the answer came back,
"No beans!"
(He's from Missouri, and they had
to show him! )
(Due respect to the Beanery and
apologies to Wayne.)

100 New Chairs
Arrive Monday

MODERN BEAUIY SHOP
Nannie Lee Shoffner
Margaret Bevill
Phone 449

B. B. BENTON•s
BUSY BEE BARBER SHOP
Haircuts 40c Shaves 25c

Compliments of-

SEARCY ICE & COAL
COMPANY
PHONE 55'5

MAIN STREET CAFE

GIRLS - support your intramurals.
Your class's sohball teaJD needs YOU.

MEALS-SHORT ORDERS

--1I

SANITARY
MARKET

'

The college swimming pool was op·
ened for use this week and the schedule
posted on the front bulletin board. A
life quard, approved by Hugh Rhodes,
athletic director, must be present before
anyone may enter the pool.

Don't forget-your CAMPUS CALENDAR is a MUST!

Compliments

One hundred new lecture chairs have
been purchased from the Parkin Printing Company in Little Rocle. These,
with fifty from the Ad building wili
be placed in the Science Annex, and
the fifty from the Ad ' building replaced when 100 more chairs are ordered.

~HITE COUNTY

I w~ACKING CO.

SANDWICHES-COFFEE
409 South Main

Mr. & Mrs.

J. K.

Baker, Prop.

SMITH-VAUGHAN
MERCANTILE
COMPANY

Packing House
Products

-0-

Phone 284

White County's Fastest
Growing Store

"Wich or Without Conversation"

PARK VIEW
SERVICE STATION
CARTHEL ANGEL
Owner

1

I
t

1----------------------

Atlas Life Insurance. Company
H. A. SIMMONS GENERAL AGENT
Endowment Insurance - Educational Policies - Mortgage Insurance
Sick, Accident, Hospital Policies
HOUSE PHONE 408

OFFICE PHONE 692

Buy The Kind of Insurance You Collect While You Are Living

PARK AVENUE
GROCERY
HANDY -

DR. R. W. TOLER
Dentist
X-RAYS

WHAT'S IN A NAME ? . .

Clark To Head
Hutville Gov't.

Compliments of -

White County
Equipment Company
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HELPFUL
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Jus .. off the Campus

OUR BEST AD
IS A
vVELL - DRESSED YOU!

PASSENGERS RELY
ON COCA-COLA AND

TRAVEL REFRESHED

.
D & W Men's Store
"Personalized Service"

WHITEHOUSE
CAFE
Meals - - Short Orders .
Home Made Chile Soup
PLEA.SB return
empty bottles promptly

"A PLACE WHERE YOU CAN COME
KNOWING YOU WILL BE WELCOME"

801TLED UNDER AUTHORITY OP THE COCA-COLA C01"\PANY BY

COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO. OF ARKANSAS
© 1947, The Coca-Cola Company

1
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Searcy, Arkansas, .is doing practice tea·
ching in Bible in the first four grades.

Academy News

Brodie Crouch, senior · from Morristown, T nnessee, i~ teaching Sible in .
the fifth and sixth, and seventh· and ·
by KATHERINE CONE
~-;;;;;;;;,;;,;;;;;;;;;;;;;;,;;;;;;;;-;;;;,; ·: eighth grade room's.
The first and second graders 3,re
The high school boys' clubs elected
studying nature in its vario°!lS forms.
officers in a meeting held Tuesday
They have made a collection of plants,
n ight in high school class rooms on
leaves, mosquitoes, grasshoppers, crickthe first floor of Godden Hall.
ets, katydids, frogs turtles and bird
Tommy Clark, senior from Bergnests which they keep in their clas~
man, was chosen to serve as president
room.
of the ZKT club; Percy Witty, senior
The English Class in the fifth and
from Canada, was elected vice-rpesisixth grade room is buildin15 a model
dent; Emil Menes, senior from New
9hip called "The Good English Ship."
Jersey and president of his class, will
They are putting good English phrases
be secretary; and Larry Massey, senior
on . the white sails.
from Searcy, was selected treasurer.
Professor Ed Sewell, principal of the
high school, will be sponsor.
For the K-9 Club, Alfred Turman,
junior from Sear<.7, was elected president; Joe Nichols, junior from Searcy,
will serve as vice-president; James
H ickman, sophmore from Searcy, was
chosen as secretary; and Bill Sherrill,
sophmore from Searcy, is sergeant-atarms. The K-9's have not selected
Any undergraduate attending Hardtheir sponsor yet.
ing, or any other accredited college or
iunior college in the United States has
an opportunity to become a member
of the College Board for Mademoiselle
magazine for young women. The Board
is composed of girls who are extremeThere •is a record enrollment of 99
ly interested in subjects such as fashpupils in the training school this fall
ion, merchandising, promotion, or ficwhich exceeds last years enrollment by
tion, phychology, science, sociology or
anthropology, drama, child care or any
eight.
interesting subject. Twenty of the ap·
Shrubs set out by the training school
plicants from the College Board will
last year have all lived. The students
become Guest Editors of the coliege is·
expect a good growth for the shrub~
sue of Mlle, and will spend the month
this winter.
of June working in the magazines New
Mrs. Mildred Patterson, senior from

"Mademoiselle" Offers
ChanceFor Experience
To College Girl

York offices editing the college issue
of · Mademoiselle.
The Guest .Editors have a chance of
· being picked as a ·delegai:e ·to Mademoiselle's annual College. ·Forum, at
which ' college girls from various parts
of the country discuss current social
problems. This year the subject was
The Guest
Soviet-American relation.
Editors will also attend Mademoiselle's
career conference, and will have the
priviledge of taking aptimde and interest tests, and interviewing top
names in the field they are most interested in.
To app!y for membership in the
college Board girls must be avaiiable
to wotk durfog the whole inonth of
June 1948 to help -put out the August
College Issue, and submit a trial . report consisting of approximately rwo
type-written double spaced pages on any
new phase of college life, academic
course, . fashion, organization or trend ~
Applicants should send a snapshot of
themselves, with data on college and
home addresses, class year, college major and minor and other ,activities to ' the
maganize' s office in New York before
November l, 1947.
Any additional information may be
obtained at the Bison office.

ij Training School News 1

CENTRAL
ARKANSAS RADIO
COMPANY

'

For Complete Car Service-

3:01 N. Main

Phone 225

M.

-who

FIRESTONE
STORE

Any individuals or groups interested should communicate directly

,. • • • .. '
·.
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.
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.

DELUXE

BARBER SHOP
Your Patronage Highly Appreciated
S. A. Coffey - 0. A. West
.
W. E. . Walls .

IP'---

I

I

CENTRAL
B ARBER SHOP
. C ome , Over and See Us

t_
...--.HERE TO SERVE-

i WOOD-FREEMAN

f

l
:

1:

Phone 446

Searcy,

-::

Arkansas

....~~~~· ~ ~:~-1

1

Compliments of
11 WHITE COUNTY

l

Buildi11g Materials

--<>--

Phone 59
W. Arch St. Searcy

i___w_A_T_E._R_c_o_._

. LICENSED
OPTOMETRIST

.J
.

i

PHE LPS
SHOE SHOP

-0--

Hours -

tI
•I

LAUNDRY

7 :30 a. m.

to

5 :00 p. m. Except Saturday, Close 2 :00 p. m.

WE APPRECIATE YOUR PATRONAGE
_ _ _._ _ _ _ _ .,.!

l
!

1
•I

-at-

U. S. Approved - R .O .P. Enriched Baby Chicks - Since 1927

l
l-------~-----------~----~--.-.-------.------·---·-·-·-·-·---.l'

We buy poultry, eggs, hides, furs, etc., operate modern pecan shelling plant
H. M . Thompson and M. 0. Thompson
Phone 156, Searcy, Ark.

The Ideal Shop

Phone 364

GARRISON

1

610 East C enter Street

THE THOMPSON HATCHERY & THE THOMPSON' CO.

GEORGE BELL
MOTOR COMPANY

STUDEBAKER
CROSLEY
Cars and Trucks
Radios and Refrigerators
Let T his Garage Ser·ve You

OPTOMETRIST AND JEWELER
Corner Spruce & Race Sts .
. SEARCY, .c!\RKANSAS

,

•

~========.!

A L W A Y S W E LC O ME

QUATTLEBAUM
BROTHERS
Furniture Store

I

- o -Searcy, Arka11sas

l

HEL P -SELF

I
l
:

Eyes Tested- Glasses Fitted

'

Shoes Repaired W hile
You Wait

:

l•

MERCHANDISE

.,_.._._________________ l

t
•

---v--

Phone 508

211

l

LUMBER CO.

(Across from Methodist Church)

11

M.

Miss Braum stating particular interests,
formation may be secured at the Biso11
and enclose an introductory letter to
offi ce. ·
future pen-friends in Germany.
· Members of the bureau include
Don't forget your Campus Calendar!!
businessmen,
scientists,
students,
Miss Anna,:Marfa llraum,
estab
lished the
International Correspond· housewives, and young boys and girls
ence Bureau in Lindwurmstrasse, Ger- . who have a fairly good knowledge of
. OKLAHO M A
many writes the Bison in an attempt English and··· wrfo' · also · will write · in . '
TI RE A ND SU PPLY CO.
to reach all who are interested in be- German if desired.
The address, and a~y additional inginning a friendly correspondence in
- - oeither English or German with mem·
hers of · the Correspondence Bureau.
F'o r The Finest

WELCH SERVICE
STATION

See Us For New and Used
FURNITURE

EXPERT RADIO SERVICE
Hotpoint Appliances
General Electric and
Stewart· Warner Radio
Devoe Paint and Wall Paper
Phone 8
106 E. Market

German Writer
Seeks. Pen-Pals

l

Ha11ding College Stude11ts
WELCOME

OCTOBER 1, 1947

YOU'LL LOVE THESE
CLEVER.. NEW

- for -

"Better Service To All Is Our Goal"
TELEPHONE 1 12

CLEANERS
Phone 78

1

's I
KROH
l___________________ I
LADIES'

APPAREL

WELCOME

For a Complete line of•
GOOD RECORDS - PHONOGRAPHS
RADIOS and OTHER APPLIANCE:S
Most Harding Students come toft

D. T. Williams & Son

TO-

Welcome
,I
Harding Students
I

Allen's Quality Bakery
"Home of Good Eats"

I

I

to the complete service ·o f
-WELCOME HARDING STUDENTSWe Invite You To Make Our Store Your
Loafing· Quarters or H eadqu.arters During
Your School Year

VIRGIL LE,VIS
MEN'S

STORE

••. cushfon·plotform'd cuties in rich block
suede ••• polished cherry red or gypsy
brown leather. They're young styles for
~n -or-off campus ••• as seen in Charm.

$4·95 to

$6.95

Headlee's Rexall Drug Store
-and-

Headlee's Walgreen Drug Store

FAMILY SHOE STORE
SEARCY, ARKANSAS

••

Hl\RP~NG COLLEGE BJSON, SEA,RCY, ARKANSAS·: ·
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ATTENTION CLUB REPORTERS

Social

All dub reporters are requested
r.o turn in club news to Dorothy
Munger not later than Saturday
night of ea.ch week.

Dot Munger.

Weddings

I

REAGAN-SPIRO
Antonia Spiro bec1:1.me the bride of
George Reagan on Monday, September 15th at eight p. m. at the Northwest church of Christ in Chicago. J.
D. Thomas, minister of Northwest
church performed the candlelight ceremony. ,
Helen Spiro was her .sister's maid of
honor, and Colis Campbell of Searcy
served as best man. Music was provided by a quartette composed of
Thomas Rucker, Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Pipkin and Mrs. Mary Fields, sister of
the bride.
The bride wore an aqua street length
dress and carried a bouquet of pink
gladiolas and aqua carnations. Immediately after the ceremony a reception
was held in the church basement.
Mrs. Reagan is a member of Omega
Phi social club, and Mr. Reagan, a
member of Sub T-16. They are making their home in Searcy while he is
attending Hardiag College.

•

BRADY-DEAN
Helen Dean, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Herbert Dean, Chicago, Illinois
was married to Ken ·Brady of Rockingham, North Carolina, on September 8.
The double ring ceremony was performed in the Northwest church of
christ by J. D . Thomas.
The bride wore a white suit with
Navy blue accessories and carried pink
<oses.
Ann Spiro, maid of honor ,wore a
gray suit, black accessories and pink
roses.
Sam Shriber was the groom's best
man. Peggy Dean., sister of the bride,
lighted the candles. Ushers were Herbert Dean, Jr. and Danny Fugit.
After the wedding, a reception was
held in 'the church basement.
Both Mr. and Mrs. Brady are enrolled at Hardi ng this fall.

Engagements

Christian College, Abilene, T~as and
has been working in churches of Christ
missions in Northern Rhodesia since
1941. Mr. Reese is inspector of village
schools. He has twenty village schools
under bis supervision.
--0-

FUTRELLCAMPBELL
Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Futrell of Walnut Rodge, Arkansas, announce the en·
gagement of their daughter, Gwen, ro
Leo Campbell, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Erwin Campbell, Hoxie, .Arkansas.
The wedding date is set for June,
1948.
Gwen is a sophomore and a member of the M.E.A. social dub. Leo, a
sophomore, is a member of the Sub-T
club.
--<>-ALEXANDER-FOLTZ
Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Alexander DeValls Bluff, Arkansas announce th~ engagement of their daughter, Marjorie,
to ~ick Foltz of Fraekville, Pennsylvania.
Marjorie, a junior in college is a
member of th~ Gata social club. '
Dick, a junior, is a member of the
Cavalier dub.

the benefit of those who are interested
in any phase of photography.
Members of the club have access to
the school camera, which is a 2 I-4 x
3 1-4 Watson, and the darkroom.
Neil B. Cope sponsors the group,
and other officers are to be chosen as
soon as a working group is organized.

Merritt To Speak
At African Club
Meeting Saturday

Bee Rock Scene
Of Steak Fry
Sever!_l personnel members of Harding went to Bee Rock Monday afternoon, September 29, for a steak fry.
The group was divided to reach the
appointed place with three hiking and
the remaining group riding in autotn<>
biles. All returned in the early evening
by car.
Those attending were Mrs. Perry
Mason, art instructor, and son; Misses
Pearl Latham and Irene Johnson, Eni;lish instructors; Miss Marvolene Chambers and Mrs. Inez Pickens, house directors; Mrs. Florence Cathcart, Dean
of Women Emeritus; Miss Annabel
. Lee, principal of the Training School;
Miss Ruth L~ngford, art instructor;
Miss Connie Ford, assistant libraria'l;
Miss Zelma Bell, Dean of Women;
Miss Esther Mitchell, college nurse; and
Miss Dorothy Baker.

Hardingites Feature New
Club Jackets On Campus

Here comes Kelly Doyle 'of Alpha Phi.
Kappa, displaying the purple and
white of his club with the APK insigna on bis packet's back. The Alpha
Phi's received them in mid-summer.
A familiar figure wiping a speck of
dust off his blue Chevrolet coupe. It's
Bill O'Neal in a S~b T jacket. That
sunset isn't seen in Arkansas. As 3
matter of fact, that sunset isn't seen

The Harding Camera Club, which
was organized in 1945, held its first
meeting of the year on Tuesday evening in Room 110 in the High School
Hall. The Club is an organization for

VISITORS~ ~

NEU'S JEWELR;-1
WATCH REPAIRING

Saturday afternoon twenty art stud·
ents of Miss Ruth Langford's took a
picnic lunch to Cedar Grove for supper. Mrs. Bonnie Chandler, college
cafeteria dietition, prepared the lunch
for the group.
Besides Miss Langford, the group
was accompanied by Mrs. Perry Ma;.
on and the Misses Annabel Lee and
Connie Ford.

106 Main Street

BEAUTY SHOP

105 E. Arch

l

I

Phone 299

Searcy

COMPLETE FOOD
MARKET
'

Royal

Cafe

lil' elcome to

VANITY BOX
BEAUTY SHOP

PHONE 344
_._
____.

In Choral Studio
Saturday evening at seven o'clock the
choral studio was the scene of the annual waffle supper · of the K-Club.
Twenty Kentuckians and Kansans gath-

C. J. FANSLER
JEWELER

LADIES-Hats, Coats, Dresses, ShoesMENS-Hats, Shirts, Su~ts, Shoes-

Phone No. 374

110 E. Vine

Searcy

Robbins-Sanford
_M ercantile Company

Robertson's Drug Store
-GIFTS-

-DRUG~

- . ANTIQUE_S -

Welcome!
TO ALL THE HARDING FACULTY
AND STUDENT BODY, WE REALLY

A Hundred Kinds of Tracts
At Cut Price

APPRECIATE YOU

See Paul D. Harvey

SMITH'S

SHOE

STORE

1

Welcome)
Harding Students

· FANCY SOCKS AND COLORED SHOE STRINGS
·- i
-~OE POLISH - Use Renew - Make Old Shoes N : _ j

WHITE HOUSE
Grocery and Market
TRY OUR ICE CREAM
Vanilla, pint, ..................... 20c
Fruits and Flavors, pint, ............ 25c

VISIT US FORBOOKS
MAGAZ1INES
GREETING CARDS
SHEET MUSIC

Hughes Book Store
'

j

KROGER'S

Ip;~~;:~:oi;~

Variety

---oOo-

Mayfair

A rt Students
Have Picnic

l

Waffle Supper

RADIOS
Electrical Appliances
120 W. Race St. Phone 76

Camera Club
Holds Meeting

II

Joe Dan Tipps, graduate of '47, vis ·
anywhere else but as a symbol of the
Sub T-16's. .
ited friends on the campus Saturday. ·
You 'pass Poodle Tipton and Johnny Joe Dan was on his way to Decatur,
-oPowell and make a menral note that Alabama.
Powell isn't as tall as you thought.
Vivian Rogers, graduate of '47, was
Then you look again. It's not Johnny,
on the 'campus Saturday evening to at1:mt Mary Lou, wearing that classy new
tend the K-Club annual waffle supper.
Koinonia jacket of black and white.
Miss Rogers is now in Beebe teaching
Jean Choteau stands in dinner line
in the high school there.
with her M. E. A. jacket on. The new
--0-one is black and silver with a crescent ·
Carrol
Cannon
spent two days of last
on the back.
Standing near the bulletin board in week on the campus. Friday morning
he addressed both chapel groups.
front of Godden Hail is Marion Hickenbottom, wearing the new GAUR
Marvin Hawell, from Maniia, was o.:i
jacket of green and black. It looks nice
the
campus two days of last week.
but then, of course, anything would
Marvin is now teaching in the high
on him.
school at Trum.ann.

,SnomdenS"

J. D. Phillips & Son

RICKMAN-REESE
Mr. and Mrs. 0. B. Rickman of
Ravenden Springs, Arkansas, announce
the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Miss Sibyl
Rickman of Mamwianga Mission, Kalamo, Northern Rhodesia, South Africa, to Mr. Boyd Reece of Kabanga
Mission, Kalomo.
Miss Rickman is a graduate of Hardin.g College, and has been teaching in
the European school at Namwianga
since January of this year.
Mr. Reese is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. A. B. Reese of Namwianga Mission. He is a graduate of Abilepe

CAM Pt:J 9

By BelJJ BMr
Returning Hardingices kicked the
lfd off the new school year by bursting forth in new apparel, featuring
club packets of many new colors and
designs. You can walk about the campus and see them all as the students
work or play.

The African Club will neet at seven- ered to enjoy a supper of waffles and
thirty Saturday evening, October fourth syrup, lettuce and banana salad, coffee,
at a place to be announced. Dow Mer- and dessert of chocolate waffles with
ritt, recently returned missionary from · ice cream.
Africa, will speak on some phases of
Jule . Miller, president of the club,
missionary work. Following his speech, performed magic tricks and his wife,
Bro. Merritt will hold an open forum Judy, gave a reading for the group.
discussion on problems confronting mis- Games and relays afforded the entersionaries in foreign fields.
tainment for the rest of the evening.
The African Club was organized last Prizes were awarded to the winners .of
year for the purpose of promoting in- the "waffle-eating" contest.
terest in mission work particularly in
Highlight of the evening was the
Africa, and discussing the different group singing of the state songs, '"Home
phases of the work. Membership is op· on the Range", and "'My Old Kentucken to all interested in any way. Meet- ey Home".
ings are held each Saturday evening at
Mrs. Florence Cathcart, a native of
seven-thirty. Dow Merritt is club sponKansas, is sponsor for the group.
sor.
Three dub members of last year,
Dr. and Mrs. A. R. Brown and her
GIRLS - support your intramurals.
mother, have recently sailed for Africa.
Your class's softball team needs YOU.
and expect to arrive the ·first week in
October.
...

K-Club Holds
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Roberson's

RENDEZVOUS
CAFE
& BUS STATION

"vVE WILL, BE HAPPY TO SERVE
YOUR PARTIES"
PHONE 223
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Sophomores Win Campus Title
With 8 To 4 Defeat Of Facuity
The Sophomores won the class tournament by defeating the Faculty 8-4
behind the four hit pitching of Jack
Lawyer last Saturday.
The Faculty
gathered all four of its runs in the first
inning on two hits, one error, two
passed balls, two walks, and another
man wh o was sent to first on interference by the catcher.
The Sophomores recovered by throw- ..
ing out the first three men at first in
the second inning and played heads-up
ball for the rest of the game. In the
lasi: six innings oniy three men reached first for the Faculty and only one of
these advanced any farther.
Calvin Showalter and Theodore Farmer led the eleven h~~ ao:ack for the
Sophomores. Showalter hit three for
four, two doubles and a single. Farmer banged out a triple and two singles in his three trips to the plate.
Backbone of the Faculty defense was
Pinky Berryhill who handled nine
chances without error. He also started
a double play by bringing in Bill Q'.
Neal's hot line drive in the fifth.
The win was Lawyer's second in as
many starts.
The other was also a
four hitter over the Juniors, putting
the Sophs into the final s.

Reagin's Pitching Gives
Dodgers 6-2 Win Over
Cards In lntramurals
A three-hit pitching performance by
George Reagan paced the National
League Dodgers to a 6-2 victory over
the Cardinals in the intramural softball opener last Friday.
Alert play
plus timely hitting kept the "Bums"
in the lead all the way.
The winners got only four bingle~
off the hurling of Bill Simpson, but
they took quick advantage of four
walks, three errors, and a like number
of wild pitches to get one run in the
first, another in the third, two in the
sixth, and a couple more in he seventh. The Cards collected both their
tallies in the sixth on a walk to Simpson, a double by Captain Stuart Tranwn, and a passed ball.
Simpson opened the game by hitting
Tommy Mohondro with a pitch. Mohondro stole second and scored on two
wild tosses. A single by Captain Harold Jackson, an error, and a ground
ball out got the Dodgers their run in
the second, while a walk to Freshman
Latt Tucker and doubles by Reagan
and Les Perrin accounted for two in
the sixth.
Two infield errors sandwiched around a base on b alls gave the D odgers their final two in the seventh.
DODGERS
ab r h
Mohondro, 2b
2 2 0
Tucker, lb
3 1 0
Buchanan, ss
3 1 0
Perrin, 1£
3 1 2
Reagan, p
3 0 1
Snure, 3b
3 0 0
Langley, rf
1 0 0
Gross, cf
3 0 0
Jackson, c
3 1 1
Totals 24 6 4

-\

By Jimmie Atkinson

H ARDING "ENGINEERS" CONSTRUCT NEW SCREEN

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

I-Braves • Giants
2-Red Sox - Indians
3-Reds • Cubs
Oct. 4-Athletics .. White Sox
Oct. 7-Dodgers - Giants
Oct. 8-Yanks • Indians
Oct. 9-Cards • Reds
Oct. 10--Tigers - A's.
bet. 11-Braves • Cubs
Oct. 12-Red Sox - W. Sox.
All games will start at 4:25.
Schedule is subject to change.
ab
2

PREM DAS DHARNI DISPLAYS FINE TENNIS FO RM

r

0

h
1
0
0
0
0

0

l

3 0
3 0
3 0
3
3
3

Totals

CHA TTER

SOFTBALL TO URNAMENT GETS OFF T O GOOD ST ART

Sports Calendar

CARDINALS
Trannum, ss
Ligon, 3b
Strawn, If
E. Mowrer, lb
Sims, 2b
McCullough, c
Beavers, rf
Parker, cf
House, cf
Simpson, p

- SPORTS

OCTOBER 1, 1947

0
0
0 0
1 1 1
23 3 3
0
0

Summary: Errors-Parker, McCullough 2, Jackson, Ligon. Runs batted
in-Tucker 2, Perrin, Reagan, Tran·
num. 2-base hits Perrin, Reagan,
Trannum, McCullough. 3-base hits Simpson. Stolen bases - Reagan, Perrin, Mohondro, Tucker, Trannum. Left
on base - Dodgers 3, Cards 2. Strike
outs - Reagan 7, Simpson 1. Bases on
balls - Reagan l, Simpson 4. Earned
runs - Dodgers 3, Cards 1. Wild
Pitches - Simpson 3. Passed balls Jackson, McCullough. Hit by pitcherReagan 1 (Trannum), Simpson 2
( Mohondro, Buchanan) . Umpires Wright, W . Kimbrough, D . Mowrer.

Frosh Whip HS, 23-12
A record number of Frosh-twentyeight - participated in a 23 to 12
slaughter of the High School Wednesday afternoon, as three full teams of
the Yearlings overcame an eight run
lead with steady hitting.
The Academy got to Morris Harrison for eight big runs in the opening
frame when fourteen men came to bat.
They continued the pace in the third
with three more, but from there on it
was all Frosh.
The winners got one run in the first,
three in the second, eight in the third,
two in the fourth, four in the fifth,
one more in the sixth, and a fi nal four
in the seventh. In all they banged
out twenty base hits of assorted sizes.
Morris Harrison, Lewis Harrison and
Dwight Mowrer did the hurling for
.the Frosh while Don Wilkerson went
all the way for the Academy.

W A R D'S TAX I
Phone 5
,,
J udsonia

O ne hundred and thirty four players, a record number in Hard,
ing's intramural softball history. are divided into an eve n dozen team
and tournament play is well under way. With the comparati ve
stren gth of the teams so evenly matched, it promises to be one of the
most successful tourneys ever played on Benson Field. Yours truly
will venture forth positiv.e ly no predictions as to the ultimate league
winners, so well distributed is the known strength of our hardy ath letes. Secretely. I will make my choice, but not for publication. A
check of the team rosters will bear me out that it is very much any body's tourney.
I would like to give credit here to the ones responsible for the
new backstop at the baseball field. Steve Eckstein, Bill O'Neal,
" Chief", Brooks Jones, Cecil "Muriel" Beck, Harold Jackson , Speedy
M oore, and Garner Gross were the ones w ho performed the h eroic
deed. Others helped, but I failed to catch the mat it. W e are all
very proud of the new improvement, but what is to follow is also
something of note . Believe it or not, but a press box is soon to be
installed immediately behind the new screen. From this corner, that
is the thing. Also, bleachers will be erected along the third base line.

Faculty Tops Frosh, 5-3

-----------·-·~·-·--------.._..

GIRLS' SPORTS

In one of che besc games of the class
softbaU tournament the Faculty advanced to the finals with a 5 to 3 :ri
umph over the Freshmen last Thurs-day.
The· Frosh outhit the winners
eight to seven, but the Faculty bunched
theirs in the third and fourth innings
for four runs.
Dwight .Mowrer pitched a creditable
game for the Frosh, but his mares
couldn't hit Cliff Ganus in the p inch ,
leaving nine men on base. They got
one tally in the first when lead-off batter Stu Tranum doubled to center and
scored on Gene Mowrer's single.
The Frosh added one more in the
third ·on singles by Les Perrin and
Captain Singy Kamp and a double by
· Garland Johnson. Their last run came
in the fifth when Gene Mowrer tagged
a fast ball .for a home run.
Jack Wood Sears led the Faculty in
a two inning rally that · netted four
ru~ . He doubled in two runs in the
third with a line drive ·to center and
singled in another in the -fou rth. Leslie Burke scored three of the Faculty
runs, reaching base on a single, fielder's choice, and an infield error.

By Lurlyne Richardson

Sophomores Wallop Senior~.
In the opening game pf the class
tournament Friday, the Sophomore
girls trounced the senior~ 39-5.
The game was climaxed in the second inni ng when the Sophomores
lashed out 21 runs.
Velda Turner and Lurlyne Richardson, each with four runs, were leading
batters for the Sophomores, while Edna Hodge led the Seniors with two
hits.
Richardson was the winning pitcher,
while Cluck pitched for the losers.

Freshmen Defeat Juniors
A consistently hitting Freshman
team defeated the Juniors Saturday 24-

13.
The Freshmen led the game all the
way with superior batting.
Mary Jo Lawyer pitched for the
Freshmen, while Ima Belle Kimbrough
pitched for the Juniors.

GIRLS - support your -intramurals.
Your class's softball team needs YOU.

Don't forget your Campus Calendar!!

Welcome, Harding Students, To

SPORT SHORTS

..-1

Bradley & Cato Barber Shop
CLASS CAPTAINS for the softball tourney just completed were
as follows: Frosh, Singleton Kamp; Sophs., "Weapon" Kimbrough;
Juniors, Lloyd Wright ; Seniors, John Summitt. Dr. Joe Pryor captained the Faculty squad , while Ernie Wilkerson, a sophomore, coach,
ed the Academy .. . JACK WOOD SEARS, Faculty third baseman
was one of the stars of the tourney. His alert play afield plus sharp
hitting made him invaluable to the Teachers . . . GLENN McCUL,
LOUGH was the first freshman to get a base hit in the intramural
softball tourney. He doubled to right center in his seco~d time at
bat against the Didgers Friday ... PREM DAS DHARNI, from Pun,
jab Province in India will bear watching if he enters the tennis tour,
ney. He displayed exceptional form in play this week . .. SPEEDY
M O ORE AND CHARLES DRAPER have been added to the sports
st a. ff. Could be more coffee and do,nuts, you know.

SPORTING GOODS
SHOES -

PRESCRIPTIO NS

Gentle Complete C leaning
Sparkling F1esh Colors
- .Greater Customer Satisfaction

JACKETS

Harding College Laundry
and

T ENNIS EQUIPMENT

Dry Cleaning P1ant

ETC.

PHONE 33

24 HOUR TAXI SERVICE

*

*

PHONE 586

PHONE 586
C I TY

AUTO S TO RE
t J. C. JAMES, JR., Mgr
it: __________________
Phone No. 30
_.I

-A shop that tries to be ChristianWest Market Street
Bradley
Cato

-o-

---<>--

*

I

WESTE R ; -1

B ER RYHIL L 'S

STOTT S
DRUGSTORE

*

_____

C AB

-"WE

ARE

COM PA NY
INSURED "-

Off ice At R oberson's Rendezvous

Mr. and Mrs. 0. G. Jones, Owners

Complete
.Butane Systems
COOK WITH GAS -

H E AT WITH GAS

GAS REFRIGERATION

Harding
College Inn
-OPEN7 :00 a. m.-5 :00 p. m. 6 :00 p. m.-9 :30 p. m.

-Sunday7 :00 a. m.-9 :15 a. m. 3 :30 p. m.-5 :45 p. m.
SCHOOL SUPPLIES
SANDWICHES - DRINKS
CO M E AND RELAX

Something New Under
the Sun?
AT LEAST SOMETHING NEW

ATTHEBEANERY-

LET US MAKE AN ESTIMATE ON YOUR
NE''EDS -

NO OBLIGATION

Plate Lunch ........ .. . ... .... .50c
-and FREE DELIVERY SERVICE

Young Brothers.
BUTANE GAS DEALERS

The Beanery
BILL MORGAN, Prop.
PH ONE 99

813 PARK AVE.

P. 0. Box 198
JUDSONIA, ARK.

Phone 100

